Pervasive purifying selection characterizes the evolution of I2 homologs.
We sampled 384 sequences related to the Solanum pimpinellifolium (=Lycopersicon pimpinellifolium) disease resistance (R) gene 12 from six species, potato, S. demissum, tomato, eggplant, pepper, and tobacco. These species represent increasing phylogenetic distance from potato to tobacco, within the family Solanaceae. Using sequence data from the nucleotide binding site (NBS) region of this gene, we tested models of gene family evolution and inferred patterns of selection acting on the NBS gene region and I2 gene family. We find that the I2 family has diversified within the family Solanaceae for at least 14 million years and evolves through a slow birth-and-death process requiring approximately 12 million years to homogenize gene copies within a species. Analyses of selection resolved a general pattern of strong purifying selection acting on individual codon positions within the NBS and on NBS lineages through time. Surprisingly, we find nine codon positions strongly affected by positive selection and six pairs of codon positions demonstrating correlated amino acid substitutions. Evolutionary analyses serve as bioinformatic tools with which to sort through the vast R gene diversity in plants and find candidates for new resistance specificities or to identify specific amino acid positions important for biochemical function. The slow birth-and-death evolution of I2 genes suggests that some NBS-leucine rich repeat-mediated resistances may not be overcome rapidly by virulence evolution and that the natural diversity of R genes is a potentially valuable source for durable resistance.